
FIRST AND SECOND SHIFT

Like a typical business day, the first shift starts around 8 a.m. and runs to 4 p.m. The second shift, AKA afternoon or
swing shift, starts when the.

However, I accept that, and am trying to less the damage. TRN has given me the opportunity to grow both
personally and professionally. If you work several different shifts in the same week, as opposed to a week of
first shift, then a week of the second, it gets even tougher. Especially when 12 hours meant showing up half an
hour to an hour early to get turnover and stay an extra half hour to an hour to give turnover and wrap
everything up. Are you interested in an occupation or industry that typically utilizes shift work? I also don't
have to dress, supposedly there are no jeans, but if that was enforced, there'd be no staff. They have always
been quick to respond to our requests for staffing. This working arrangement is likely temporary, but for the
few months he works this schedule, he will save a couple of hundred dollars on gas alone. Try and arrange
your mealtimes so you're eating three squares a day, even if it's not at the usual hours. I worked days, nights,
weekends, holidays, and even one 36 hour stretch where my only break was to get some food. How Shift
Work Benefits Employees There are positive aspects to shift work, especially for individuals who work during
second and third shifts, or are scheduled for earlier or later first shifts, for example, 8 a. Non-traditional hours
allows workers to commute during less busy travel times. The negative effects on your health of working
swing or graveyard shifts only get worse. I work in mental health, and it's essential to have each other's backs,
count on each other, work properly and safely. Some people enjoy this type of schedule, but many do not.
Personally, I love the idea. Night shift: Nightshift, mids, graveyard shiftâ€¦ Many names, same shift. One
reason shift workers suffer stomach problems is that working swing or graveyard shift throws off mealtimes as
well as sleep hours. You're all sort of outlaws by being up all night. My current schedule. You're more likely
to be on your own, without supervision and the amount of work is often less. I worked as a government
contractor and we worked alongside the military and civilian personnel who work a traditional , M-F schedule.
Working the second or the third shift throws your sleep schedules out of whack. They can go shopping, for
instance, while most other people are at work. More importantly, he will have more time at home with them.
The worst was working a combination of days, swings, and mids in the same week, then coming in for
weekend duty. What do you think? Everyone is supportive and will help you do whatever it takes to succeed.
The plus side of working swing or graveyard shift is that it often pays more than the first shift. Would you
prefer to work four 10 hour days and have every Friday off?


